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Anxious patients in the
medical setting
L H Peh

Within the setting of the general hospital, up to 60% of patients may
present with psychological symptoms. Some of these are psychiatric
presentations or complications of medical conditions, while others
are medical presentations or complications of psychiatric conditions.
A significant number have emotional reactions, commonly anxiety
and depression(1,2). Medical illness may mimic anxiety disorders and
anxiety may mimic medical illnesses. Anxiety disorders are sometimes
a comorbid condition in these patients.

A local study of referrals from physicians/surgeons to the consultation
psychiatric service indicated that neurotic disorders made up 27.2%
of the diagnostic categories, with anxiety conditions almost half of
these disorders(3). Examples of these are generalised anxiety disorder,
panic disorder, phobias, hypochondriacal disorder, post-traumatic stress
disorder and obsessive-compulsive disorder. Somatic manifestations
predominate; this often leads to misdiagnosis or delayed diagnosis with
increased morbidity and poorer outcome.

Differentiating anxiety as a symptom from anxiety as a syndrome is
a diagnostic challenge. The physician or patient may wrongly believe
that anxiety and depression are normal, and are unavoidable responses
to illness. A psychiatric evaluation is indicated if the mood symptoms are
prolonged, and cause distress or interfere with the patient’s functioning,
adjustment to the physical illness and adherence to treatment.

The patient may view the medical setting as one that is fraught with
dangers – internal as well as external. He or she would need to face
traumatic procedures that are sometimes perceived as assaults on bodily
integrity. If hospitalised, there may be the discomfort of sharing rooms
with strangers, exposure to an atmosphere of illness, pain and death,
and separation from familiar people and surroundings(2). Often, there
is uncertainty about the illness and the future. Some patients also worry
greatly about the cost of hospitalisation or outpatient treatment.

Anxious reactions usually arise from failure to cope with these
potentially overwhelming stressors. Common strategies utilised by the
patient depend on the premorbid personality, resilience to stress, coping
style and psychiatric history. The severity and type of illness – whether
acute, chronic, relapsing, progressive or life-threatening – and the nature
of treatment (especially major surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy)
and its side effects, also have a bearing on the adjustment of the patient.
Inadequate psychosocial support and the presence of adverse social
circumstances are other contributing factors(1).

Anxiety can interfere with evaluation or therapy. Patients may reject
vital investigations and treatment because of fear. Such anxiety may
be managed with education, support and reassurance from the clinician.
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Phobic reactions encountered in those undergoing certain medical
procedures such as magnetic resonance imaging may require additional
strategies e.g. increasing their sense of comfort, safety and control(2).

Screening procedures and investigations may be anxiety-provoking
for patients. Such distress can be reduced by adequate preparation,
with counselling where indicated. In the current issue of the journal,
there are two important articles on the assessment of maternal anxiety
in pre-natal screening for Down syndrome using amniocentesis and
maternal serum screening(4,5). The findings of Ng et al(4) and Lai et al(5)

indicate that the context of the screening process is important. Mothers
who perceive themselves in the low-risk group do not have significantly
higher levels of anxiety; whereas those who see themselves in the high-
risk category faced much higher levels of anxiety, despite counselling.
It is helpful for such patients if the attending clinicians are aware of
and show empathy for their concerns.

Pregnancy is not protective of the emergence or persistence of
psychiatric disorders, as once believed(6). It is an emotionally-laden
experience for most women, and is associated with heightened anxiety
and increased reactivity of mood. While mild to moderate anxiety may
be common in pregnant women, anxiety syndromes such as panic disorder
have been associated with a variety of poorer obstetrical outcomes(6).
Treatment of psychiatric disorders in pregnancy requires careful weighing
of the risks and benefits of interventions such as medication.

Psychiatric consultation is also important for another group in
the obstetrical setting, namely, the post-partum patients. About 85% of
women experience mood disturbances during this period, with most of
the symptoms being mild and transient e.g. post-natal blues. However,
10% to 15% of post-partum patients may develop a depressive episode or
puerperal psychosis(6). Gynaecological patients may sometimes benefit
from a psychiatric consultation. Two of the most common presenting
gynaecological complaints – menorrhagia and chronic pelvic pain – are
associated with psychological distress(7).

The presence of consultation liaison psychiatric departments
in our general hospitals has led to an increased awareness among both
physicians and surgeons of the importance of using the biopsychosocial
model of disease management. Psychiatric liaison is the active reaching
out to the other medical specialties through participation in ward rounds,
joint research and setting up of medical-psychiatric clinics for specific
patient groups. This process leads to the identification of patients who
may benefit from a psychiatric consultation(1). In this way, many more of
the anxious patients in the general hospital setting may be helped.
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